Travel information/Cost/Organisation Irina Maria Garbini/Dany Kuhn
Outward flight: Wednesday, 9 September 2020
(The Seminar starts: Thursday 10 September - 17 September (exact times will be communicated in
Kythira).
(Swiss, departing Zürich at 11:10, Aegian from Athens 16:10, arriving Kythira 16:55)
Return flight: Saturday 19 September (Aegian, departing Kythira 17:20, Swiss from Athens 21:05,
arriving Zürich 22:50) 1 suitcase and 1 piece of hand luggage.
Price: CHF 1,900.- (excluding car hire) Includes:
- 9 half-day seminars
- return flight Zürich - Kythira/Kythira - Zürich
- transfers from and to the airport
- 10 nights hotel accommodation in (room with balcony/terrace) including breakfast (half board.)
Price per person in double room. (Single room available upon request, CHF 315 extra)
- Hotel: Anemes, Aylemonas, Kythira www.anemeshotel.gr
Car hire:
Since public transport is virtually non-existent on Kythira, it is worth hiring a car at the airport in
order to get to the venues for the seminars and to explore the island with its wonderful beaches.
Important note concerning the car hire!
It is advisable to wait with booking the cars until we know how many people will be coming. In this
way two or more people can share the car hire costs.
Car hire companies: Drakakis, Livadi or Panayotis directly at the airport.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*General terms and conditions : Your booking is binding!
Upon receipt of your booking we will send you a confirmation and our bank details.
Early birds who book by 1 April and anyone recommending other participants will be entitled to a
reduction of CHF 50.Legal notice :
Payment must be received by 15 May 2020.In order to guarantee your booking, we must receive your
payment by this date. (Due to seat shortages on flights)
*If you cancel the trip, the costs for the hotel, seminar, flights and car expenses will not be
reimbursed.
*Travel insurance and cancellation insurance are the responsibility of the participants
*Requirements for the seminar :
- Spiritual openness and willingness to change.
- Willingness to engage intuitively and to share insights/experiences.
- Seminar participants should bring: a pad of paper and writing materials (pens and pencils etc.),
coloured crayons, firm cardboard to press on, a blanket.
- Recording device: the course may be recorded for personal use.
*General conditions :
- During the course the participants are responsible for themselves.
- The course leader is exempted from any liability
With your booking you acknowledge and agree to the general terms and conditions!
Course leader for the Kythira Seminar: Irina Maria Garbini
Irina Maria Garbini is a conscious channel for spiritual knowledge and wisdom garnered from the universe’s
highest planes. For many decades she has been holding seminars in which, with her clarity, creativity and
infectious zest for life, she communicates, among other things, universal laws and principles, spiritual
technologies, the application of magnetism and universal healing and earth sounds. Her seminars are
concerned with transformation and the salvation (being whole) of the spiritual-human-being-personality as
expressed on earth. Completely fulfilled and looked after.
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